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Class 22
Jupiter and Saturn

 Robotic exploration of the outer solar
system

 Jupiter and Saturn : giants of the solar
system
 Basic characteristics
 Interior structure
 Weather patterns in the upper atmosphere
 Magnetosphere of Jupiter

 Rings of Jupiter and Saturn

I : Robotic exploration of the
outer solar system

 Most of our knowledge of outer solar system
comes from six probes…
 Pioneer 10 and 11
 Voyager 1 and 2
 Galileo
 Cassini

 Use “orbital assists” to boost their orbital
energies

 Require alternative to solar power… use
plutonium-238 radio-isotope thermal
generators (RTGs)
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II : Interior structure of
Jupiter and Saturn
 Clues to the internal structure…

 Low densities (1326kg/m3 and 687kg/m3)
 Strong magnetic fields
 Planets are flattened by rotation

 Models suggest that both planets have (from
inside out)…
 Rocky core

 Existence still not definitively proven
 Liquid ices

 From accreted materials
 Helium + Liquid metallic hydrogen

 Electrical currents + motions in this layer generate
magnetic field.

 Ordinary hydrogen and helium envelope

Jupiter’s magnetosphere
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III : “Surfaces” of Jupiter & Saturn

 Similarities
 Both have banded structure

 Dark belts and light zones
 Belts correspond to regions where we are looking

deeper into the atmosphere
 Origin of color unknown… presumably complex

organic molecules formed in atmosphere

 Both have differential rotation
 Equators have smaller rotation periods than poles

 Both radiate much more energy (in
infrared) than they received from the Sun
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 Differences…
 Saturn has significantly less storm activity
 Saturn has much less vivid coloring

 Due to lower gravitational acceleration… cloud
desks are more widely separated and so
atmosphere is much hazier

 Saturn radiates more energy per kg than
Jupiter despite the fact that it should have
lost its original internal energy by now…
 Due to gravitational setting (rain) of liquid helium
 Hence, much less helium in atmosphere of Saturn
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IV : Rings

 Saturn is famous for its rings…
 Galileo discovered them in 1610
 Huygens first identified them as flat rings
 Maxwell showed that they can’t be solid… must be

composed of many small particles
 Found to have spectral signatures of water in 1970s

 Basic characteristics of Saturn’s rings
 Very thin… just 50m or less!
 Composed of ice particles ranging from dust-sized to ~5m
 Very complex structure driven by resonances between ring

orbits and various satellites
 Possible origin of rings… two ideas

 Rings are short-lived… we just happen to be catching
Saturn at a time after a small satellite has been tidally
disrupted

 Rings are long-lived… ancient debris, continually
replenished by new material from satellites
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Pan:  ~ 30 km
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Jupiter also has a ring… but of dust, not ice.
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